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An Essay on Hypocrisy By Timothy McVeigh. The administration has said that Iraq has no right to stockpile chemical or
biological weapons ("weapons of mass .

Pray it is not your blood, my friend. The U. This label would make Orwell proud - it is double think at its
finest. Insightful and provocative A. What about the big ones - Hiroshima and Nagasaki? The administration
claims that Iraq has used these weapons in the past. Letters published in the Buffalo News 10 June For those
diehard conspiracy theorists who will refuse to believe this, I turn the tables and say: show me where I needed
anyone else. Also present with McVeigh's package are a number of items related to the eventual publication of
the above materials, including: the June edition of "Media Bypass" magazine, 64pp. Think about that. I have
chosen Media Bypass as a possible forum for this piece because, frankly, I realize that it is quite provocative -
and I doubt that any mainstream media would touch it. In this context, do people come to believe that the
killing of foreigners is somehow different than the killing of Americans? Yet another example of this nation's
blatant hypocrisy is revealed by the polls which suggest that this nation is greatly in favor of bombing Iraq.
Think about that Unfortunately, the morality of killing is not so superficial. It's an escape. I have sworn to
uphold and defend the Constitution against all enemies, foreign and domestic and I will. I know in my heart
that I am right in my struggle, Steve. A: See enclosed documents he's referring to letter below Q. Do they
think that Iraqi's don't have families who will grieve and mourn the loss of their loved ones? What motivates
these seemingly contradictory positions? I recently read of an arrest in New York City where possession of a
mere pipe bomb was charged as possession of a "weapon of mass destruction. Yet when discussion shifts to
Iraq, any day-care center in a government building instantly becomes "a shield. We've all seen the pictures that
show a Kurdish woman and child frozen in death from the use of chemical weapons. It seems ironic and
hypocritical that an act viciously condemned in Oklahoma City is now a "justified" response to a problem in a
foreign land. But it might. We have no proverbial tea to dump, should we instead sink a ship full of Japanese
imports? McVeigh was executed by lethal injection at a. The only difference is that this nation is not going to
see any foreign casualties appear on the cover of Newsweek magazine. What a convenient way to absolve
these killers of any responsibility for the destruction they leave in their wake. Letters published in the Buffalo
News 10 June If there would not have been a Waco , I would have put down roots somewhere and not been so
unsettled with the fact that my government â€¦ was a threat to me. My decision to take human life at the
Murrah Building â€” I did not do it for personal gain.


